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Concerning the flow control issue, it is strange that the desired
situation for using gigabit ethernet is not being applied. The
Dante network itself is up to 1 Gb ethernet, and even though

the Windows NIC is class 10, it only acts like a 100 Mb ethernet
ethernet NIC : the interface that is associated to the network

card of the PC is emulated as an 100 Mb card and its
bandwidth is not reachable from the OS. On the VM, I observed
that a 100 Mb pci ethernet interface is used instead. The issue
of latency is the real issue, and I am trying to investigate the

cause of it (the source of the issue is probably the i386
virtualization of the gigabit ethernet interface). We got another

weird issue : if the sound card of the sound VM, named
dante_vst, has a headphone connected, the.Conv~ object
dialog box claims that such a headphone is present on the

chain, but when one of the headphone channels is selected,
the.Conv~ object description changes to say that it cant find
the object, something like here is a problem with the network

traffic of the wire emulation... I suspect this is related to a
problem I discovered with the DANTE objects themselves : you
can change the rate of the stereo input sample rate (but not
the rate of the 1.2 sample rate of the mono input object) or
have an 16 bpp input, but the PC/host is 8 bit, so any object

with a sample rate higher than the 8 bit rate will be considered
wrong and rejected. This is not a problem when it is directly
connected to the soundcard of the host machine, but it is an

issue if they are connected to a host with ASIO, for example if
they are bridged (if they are not bridged, the sample rate is
correct). This is the reason why I first tried to optimize the

Dante parameters (interrupt moderation, flow control, etc) and
also tried to have a specific, modified VM. In both cases, the
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